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Tnn purposeof the following paper is to considerwhether there
is a fundamentaldivision of the objectswith which metaphysics
is concerned.into two classes,universals and particulars, or
whether there is any method of overcoming this dualism.
My own opinion is that the dualism is ultimate; on the other
hand,many men wit\ whom, in the rnain,I am in closeagreement, hold that it is nbt ultimate. f do not feel the grouudsin
favour of its ultimate nature to be very conclusive,and in what
follows I shoulcl lay stress rather on the disbinctionsand consitlerations introduced during the argument than on the
conclusionat which the argument arrives.
It is impossibleto beginour discussionwith sharpdefinitions
of universalsand particulars, though we may hope to reach suoh
definitionsin the end. At the boginning, we c&n only roughly
indicate the kind of facts that we wish to analyzeand the kind
of distinctions that we wish to examine. There a,re several
cognatedistinctions which produceconfusion by intermingling,
* The thesis of ths present paper is cloaely sirnilar to that of
Mr. Moore'g paper "Identity," read bofore thie Society in 1900-1901.
My chief reason for thinking that the question demandg a fresh diecuegion
ie that the statement of the grounds for bhe thesis appears to require
some oxamination of the nature of gsnsiblo spece as oppoaedto physical
8Pa,ce.
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ond which it is important to disentangle bofore advancing into
the heart of our problem.
The first distinction that concerns us is the distinction
between porcepts and concepts,i.a., between objects of acts of
perception and objects of acts of conception. If there is a
distinction between parbiculars and universals, percepts will be
among particulars, while concepts will be among universalo.
Opponents of universals, such as Berkeley and Hume, will
maintain that concepts are derivable from percepts, as faint
copies, or in some other way. Opponents of particulars will
maintain that the apparent particularity of percepts is illusory,
and that, though the act of perceptiou may differ from the act
of conception, yet ibs objects differ only by their greater cornplexity, and are really composedof constituents which are, or
might be, concepts.
Bub the distinction of percepts and concepts is too psychological for an ultimate rnetaphysical distinction.
Percepts anil
concepts are respectively the, relaba of two differenb relations,
perception and concepbion, and there is nothing in their
definitions to show whether, or how, they differ. Moreover, the
distinction of percepts and concepts,in itself, is incapable of
being extended to eutities which are not objects of cognitive
acts. Hence we require some other distinction expressing the
intrinsic difference which we seom to feel berween percepts and
concepts.
A cognate distinction, which effects pari at least of what
we waut, is the distinction between thiugs which exisb in
time and things which do nob. fn order to avoid ony question
as to whebher time is relative ol absolute, we ma,y soy that
on entity u " exisbsin time " provided c is not itself a uronrent
or parb of tirue, and some such proposition as ,,a is bofore y
or simultaneouswith y or after y " is true of r.
(It is rrot
to be assunred that befora,sintultaneorus,and a/ter aro rlnrtuully
exclusive : if. r has duration, they will not be so.) l.\rhnd,
lfacie, a percept exists in time, in tho obovo scnso, whilo o
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conceptdoes not. The object of percepbionis simultaneous
with the act of perception, while the object of conception
eeemsindifferent to tI? time of conceivingand to all time'
Thus,Ttrirnd,facie, wo have here the non-psychologicaldistinction of which we were in search. But the sa,mecontroversies
will break out as in the case of perceptsaud concepts. The
man who reducesconceptsto perceptswill say that nobhing
is really out of time, and that the a,ppearanceof this in the
caseof coucoptsis illusory. The man who red.ucespercepts
to conceptsmay either, like most idealists, deny that anything
is in time, or, Iiko some realists, maintain that conceptscan
and do exist in time.
In addition to the above dis[inction as regards time, thele
is a distinction as regards space which, as wo shall find, is
very important in connection with our preseut question. Put
as vaguely as possible,this is a distinction which divides
entities into three classes: (a) thoso which are not in any
place,(b) those which are in one placeat one time, but never
in more than one,(c) t\se which are in many placegat once.
To make this threefold division precise,we should have to
discusswhat we mean by a place, what we mean by " in,"
and how the different kinds of space-visual, tactile, physical
-produce differenbforms of this threefold division. For the
presentI will merely illustrate what I mean by examples.
Relations,obviously,do not exist anywhere in spaco. Our
we think, exist in one place at a time, but nobin more
boclies,
than one. General clualities,such as whiteness,on tho contrary, may be said to be in many places ab once: \ve ru&y
say,in a Bonso,Chaiwhiteneseis in evory plnce whoro [hore
is a white thing. This division of enbitieswill bo discrrssed
later; for the preserrtI rnorolywigh to indicul,o[hai i[ requiles
examinobion.
unrl lnotrlpltysicnl
In addition to tho obovo pcychologicul
distinctions,thore &ro t wo logioul rlialitrotiotrswlrich orc
rolevaut in bho prostltrbouquiry. In tho lit'st placo,tlroro is
^2
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tho distinction between relations and enbicieswhich are not
relations. It has been cusbomaryfor philosophersto ignore
or reject relations, and speak as if all entities were either
subjectsor predicates. But this custom is on the decline,
and I shall assumewithout further argurnent that there are
such entities as relations. Philosophyhas,so far as I know,
no comruon uame for all entities which are not relations.
Among suehontities are incluclednot only all the things that
would naturally be called particulars, but also all the
univet'salsthat philosophersare in the habit of considering
when they discusstho relation of particulars to universals,
for universalsare generally conceivedas commonproperties
of particulars, in fact, as predicates. For our purpose it is
hardly worbhwhile to invent a technical term ad, hoc; I shall
thereforespeak of entities which are not relations simply as
tton-relations.
The secondlogical distinctionwhich we require is one which
may or may nob be identical in extensionwith that between
relations and non-relaliorrs,but is certainly not identical in
intension. It may be expressedas the distinction between
verbsand subsbantives,
or, more correctly,betweenthe objects
denotedby verbs and the objecbsdeuoted by substantives.*
(Since this rnore correct expressionis long and cumbrous,I
shall generallyuse the shorter phraseto mean the samething.
Thus, when I speak of verbs, I mean the objects denoted by
verbs, and sirnilarly for substantives.) The nature of this
distinction emergesfrom the analysisof complexes. fu ulost
complexes,
if not in all, a certain number of clifferententities
are combinedinLo a singleentity by meausof a relation. " A's
habred for B," for example,is a complex in which ltatred,
combines
A and B into onewhole; " C'sbeliefthat A hatesB "
is a complex in rvhich belief contbrnesA and R and C and
* This is the distinction which f formorly spoke of as the distinction
, between things and concepts,but these terms no longer aeem to mo
appropriate. Cf..Principl,es of Mathematiu, $ 48.
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hatred into one whole, and so on. A relation is distinguishecl
asdual, triplo, quadruple, etc., or dyadic, triadic, tetradic, etc.,
aecordingto the nrrmber of terms which it rrnites in the
sirnplest complexesin which it occurs. Thus in the abovo
examples,hatred is a dual relation and belief is a quadruplo
rolation. The capacity for combining terms into a singlo
complexis the defining characteristicof what I call oet'bs. The
question no\{ arises: Are there complexeswhich consist of a
single term and a verb ? " A exists" might Berve as an
exampleof what is possiblysuch a complex. It is the possibility that there may be complexesof this kincl which makesit
impossible to decide off-hand that verbs aro the same as
relations. Thero may be verbs which aro philosophically as
'wolLas grammatically intransitive. Such verbs, if tbey exist,
and the propositionsin which they are
may be calledpred,i,cates,
attributed may be cailed subject-predicatepropositions.
If there are no such verbs as those whose possibility we
have been considering, i.e., if. all verbs are relations, it wiII
follow that subject-predicatopropositions,if there are any, will
expreesa relq,tion of sttQject to predicate. Such propositious
will then bo definableas those that involve a certain relation
n. Ev en i f thereare subject-predicatepropositions
calledpr etli,catio
predicate
is the verb, there wiII still be equivalent
in which the
propositionsin which the predicateis related to the subject;
lhus " A exists," for example,will be equivalent to " A has
existence." Ilence the question whether predicatesare verbs
or not becomesunimporbant The more important questionis
whether there is a specificrelation of pretlication,or whether
propositionsare really
what are grammaticallysubject-predicate
of many different kinds, no one of which bas the characteristics
one naturally associateswith subject-predicate propositions.
This questionis one to which we shall return aba later stage.
Tho above logical distincbionsare relevant to our enquiry
bocauseit is nabural to regard particulars as ontities which
can only bo subjec[s or ternts of relotions,and cannobbe
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predicatesor relations. A particular is naturally oonceivod
ae a this or somethinginbrinsically analogousto a tlds; and
such an entity seems incapablo of being a predicato or a
relation. A universal, on this view, wiII be anything that is
a predicate or a relatiou. But if there is no specificrelation
of predication,so that thero is no class of entities which can
propelly be callecl predicates,then the above-method of distinguishing particulars and universals fails. Tho questiou
whether philosophy must recognisetwo ultimately distinct
kinds of entibies,particulars and universals,turns, as we shall
seemore fully lator on, on the question whether non-relations
are of two kinds, subjects and predicates,or rather terms
which can only be subjectsand terms which may be either
subjects or predicates. And this question burns on whether
thore is an ultimate simple asymmetrical relation which may
be called predication,or whethor all apparent subject-predicabe
propositions are to be analysed into propositions of other
forms, which do not require a radical difference of nature
betweenthe apparent subject aud the apparentpredicate.
The decision of the question whether there is a simple
relation of predicationought perhaps to be possibloby inspection, but for my part I anr unable to cometo any decisionin
this way. I think, however,that it can be decideclin favour
of predication by tho analysis of. things aud by considerations
as to spabio-temporal diversity. This analysis and theso
considerationswill also show the way in which our purely
logical quesCionis bound up with the o0her questions as to
particulars and universals which I raised at the beginningof
this paper.
The commotr-sensenobion of things an<l their qualities is,
I suppose,the source of tho conceptionof subjectand predicato,and tho reasonwhy language is so largely basedon this
notions,
conception. Bub the thing, Iike other common-sense
which neibher gives
is a pioco of half-heartedmebaphysics,
crudo data nor gives a tonablo hypobhosisos to a roality
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behind the daia. A thing, of the evory-day sort, iE oonstituted by a bundle of sonsiblequalitiosbelongingio vorious
senses,
but supposedall to co-exist in ono continuousportion
of space. But the common spacowhioh ehouldcontain both
visual and taccile qualities is not the spaceof either visual or
tactile percoption: it is a constructed " real " 8pace,bolief in
which has, I suppose,boen generated by association. And
in crude fact, the visual and tacbile qualities of which I am
sensibleare not in a commonsp&ce,but eachin.its own space.
Hence if the thing is to be impartial as between sight and
touch,it must ceaseto have the actual qualitiesof which we
aro sensible,and bocome their common ca,usoor origin or
whateverveguerword can be found. Thus the road is opened
to the metaphysical thsories of science and to the metaphysical theories of p\ilosophy : the thing may be a numbor
of electric chargesin lapid motion, or.an idea in the rnind of
God,but ib is certainly not what the sensesperceive.
The argument against things is trite, and I need not labour
it. I introduce ib here only in order to illustrate a consequencewhich is sometimesovellooked. Roalists who roject
particularsare apt to regard a thing as reducibleto a number
of qualities co-existingin one place. But, apart from obher
objectionsto this view, it is doubtful whether the different
qualities in question ever do co-exist in one place, If the
qualities are sensible,the place must be in a sensiblespace;
but this makes it necessarythat the qualities should belnng to
only one sense, and it is not clear that genuinely differont
qualitiesbelongingto one senseever co-existin a single place
in a perceptualspaco. If, on the oiher hand, we considorwhat
maybo called"real" space,i.e.theinferred spacecontaining
the " real " objeotswhich we supposeto be tho c&usesof our
perceptions,
then we no longer know what is the nature of tho
qualities,if aty, which exiet in this " re&I" space,and it is
natural to replace the bundlo of qualities by a collection of
piecesof mattor having whatever characteristicsthe scienceof
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the moment may prescribe. Thus in eny case the bundle of
co-oxistingqualities in the same place is not an adrnissible
substituto for the thing.
For our purposes,the " real " object by which sciencoor
philosophyreplaces the thing is not important. We have
rather to considerthe relations of sensible objects in a single
sensiblospece,say that of sight.
Tho theory of sensible qualities which dispenses with
particulars wiII say, if the same shadeof colour is found in
two different places,that what exists is the shade of colour
itself, and that what exists in the one place is identical with
what existsin the other. The theory which admits particulars
will say, on the contrary, that two numetically different
,instamces
of the shadeof colour exist in the two places: in this
view, the shadeof colour itself is a universal and a predicateof
both the instances,
but, the universaldoesnot exist in spaceand
time. Of the abovetwo views,the first, which doesnot introduce particulars, dispensesaltogether with predication as a
fundamental relation: accordingto this view, when we say
" this thing is white," the fundamentalfact is that whiteness
exists here. According to the other view, which admits
particulars, what exists here is somethingof which whiteness
is a predicate-ngt, as for commonsepse,the thiug with many
other qualibies,but an instance of whiteness,a parbicularof
which whiteness is the ouly predicate except shape and
brightness and whatever elso is necessarilyconnecbedwith
whiteness.
Of the above two theories,one admits only what would
rraturally be called universals,while the other admits both
universalsand pariiculars. Before examining them, it may be
ac well to examiue and dismiss the theory which admits ouly
particulars,and dispenses
altogetherwith universals. This is
tho theory advocatedby Berkeleyand Hume in their polemic
uguirrst" abstract ideas." Without tying ourselvesdown Co
thoir ststoments,Iet us seewhat can be made of this theory.
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Thegeueral n&me" white," in thie view, is definedfor a given
personat a given momentby a particular patch of white wliich
he seesor imagines; another patch is called white if it has
exact likenessin colour to the standardpatch. In order to
avoirl making the colour a univelsal,we have to supposethau
" exac! likeness" is a simple relation, not analysable into
community of predicates; moreover, it is not the general
relation of likeness that we require, but a more special
relation, thab of colour-likeness,since two patchesmight be
exactly alike in shapeor sizo but different in colour. Thus, in
order to make the theory of Berkeleyand Hume workable,we
musi assumean ultimate relation of colour-likeness,rvhich
holds betweentwo patches which would commonly be said to
have the same colour." Now, Ttrimd faci,e, this relation of
colour-likeness will itshf be a universal or an " abstract
idea,"and thus we shall still have failed to avoid universals.
But we may apply the same analysis to colour-likeness. We
may take a standard particular case of colour-likeness,and
saythat anything else is to be called a colour-likeness
if ib is
exactly like our standard case. It is obvious,however, that
such a processleads to an endlessregress: we explain the
likenessof two termeas consistingin the likenesswhich their
likenessbears to tho likeuess of two other terms, and such a
regressis plainly vicious. Likenessa[ least, bherefore,must
be admittedae a univers&I,and, having admibtedone universal,
we have no longer any roason bo rcject othels. Thus Nhe
whole comphcatedtheory, rvhich had no motive except to
avoid univolsals,falls to the ground. Whether or not there
areparticulars,thero mrnt be relationswhich are universals-in
thesonsethat (a) thoy aro concepts,not porcepts;(b) they do
not exist in l,iure;(o) they aro verbs,not substanbives.
It is trus thab tlro uboveargumentdoes not prove that
there,arounivorsolquolitiosos opposedto univorsallelatione.
On the oontrory, ib glxlws tlrrr,tunivcrsal qutlitioe orzrr,,
so frlr
aslogiccotl show, bo roplooorlby oxor:llikcruossos
r-r[vnrious
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kinds betweenparticulars. This view has, so far as I know,
nothing to recommendit beyond its logical possibility. But
from the point of yiew of the problem whether there are
particulars,it has no bearing on the argument. It is a view
which is only possibleif there are particulars,and it demands
only an easy re-statement of subject-predicato propositionsz
inetead of saying that an entity has suchand sucha predicate,
we shall have to say that thero are entities to which it has
such and such a specific likeness. I shall thereforein future
ignorethis view, which in any caseassumesour main thesis,
namely,the existenceof particulars. To the groundsin favour
of this thesisrtremusbnow return.
When we endeavouredto state the two theories as to
sensible qualities, we had occasion to consider two white
patches. On the view which denies particulars, whiteness
itself exists in both patches: a numerically single entity,
whiteness, exists in all places that are white. Neverbheless,
we speak of two white patches,and it is obviousthat, in some
sen'se,the patchesare two, not one. It is this spatial plurality
whish makesthe difficulty of the theory that deniesparticulars.
'W'ithout
attempting, aB yet, to introduce all the necessary
explanb,tionsand disuinctions,wo may state the argument fol
particularsroughly as follows. It is logically possiblefor two
exactlysimilar patches of white, of the same eize and shape,
to exist simultaneously in different places. Now, whatever
may be the exact meaning of " existiug in different places,"it
is self-evidentthat, in such a case,there aro two different
patchesof white. Their diversity might, if we adoptedthe
theory of absoluteposition,be regarded as belongiug,nob to
the white itself which exists in the two places,but to tho
complexes'" whiteness in this place" and l, lshi;saess in that
place." This would derive their diversity from the divorsibyof
this place and thabplace; and sinoeplacescannot be supposed
to differ as bo clualiiies,this would requiro that the placea
should be particulars. Bub if wo reject absolutoposition,it

will becomeimpossibleto distinguish the two patchos os two,
unlesseach, instead of being the universal whitenees,i8 &n
instanceof whitenoss. It mighb be thought that the two might
bo distinguishedby meansof other qualitiesin the sameplace
as the one but nob in the samo place as tho other. This,
however,presupposesthat the two patchesare already distiuguishedas numericallydiverse,since otherwisewhat is in
the same place as the one must be in the sameplaceas the
othor. Thus the fact that it is logically posrlble for precisely
similar things to co-exist in two different places,but that things
iu diffelent places at the same time cannot be numerically
identical,forcesus to admit that ii is parbiculars,i.e.,'instances
of universals,that exisb in places,and not universals themselves.
The aQoveis the outline of our argument. But various
noints in id have to be exatninedand expandedbeforeit oan be
ionsideredconclusive. In the first place,it is not necessaryto
assertthat there ever are two exactly similar existents. It is only
necessary
to perceivel,hat our judgment that this and that are
two diffetent oxistontsis not necessarilybasedon any difference
of qualities, but may be basedon differenceof spatial position
aloneI and that differeuce of qualities, whechoror not it
numericaldifferonce,is noblogically
alwaysin facbaccompauies
nocessery
in order to ihsure numoricaldifferenoewhoro thero ig
diflbrenceof spatial position.
Agaiu, ib is not easyto stato exacbly whob sorCof npoLial
distdbution in peroeivod spoce wtrrtltttr lli itt ouor[ittg
pluraliby. Before wo coII ulto rlxtoo oc ntt trgtttttnttt, frll'
particulare,we muct bo cleor on Lhir ;roitr0. Wo ero B(lttltt.
tomed to concodotlrat t thing rnnnof [ro irr two ;rlttmrrrtt
once,bub Chis oomuroil-EonEo
rrr0xirn,unLIFHvory 0crnfully
statod,will lood tu intn iuox[ricrublorlilflrrrrl[ic;, (Jur !lnl,
businoea,
thoroforo,ix t,o flrrrl orrt lrow l,o rhrl,o [hir rrrlxllrr
in an unobjoct,iorroblo
forrn.
In.rotionulrlytrntrrice,
wlrnrowo lrro (t(,n(!flrnorl
wiIh trrnl,l,or
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&nd " reel " Bp&ce,tlre rnaxim that nothing can be in two places
at once is taken :rigidly, and any matter occupying more than
a point of space is regarded as at least theoretically divisible.
Only what occupies a bare point is simple and single. This
view is straightforward, and raises no difficulties as applied to
t'real " space.
But as applied to perceived space, such a view is quite
inadmissible. The immediate object of (say) visual perception
is always of finite extent. If we suppose it to be, like the
matter corresponding to it in " real " space, cornposed of a
collection of ent ities, one for. each point which is nob empty,
rve shall have to Buppose two things, both of which seem
incredible, namely: (L) that every immediate object of visual
(or tacuile) perception is infinitely complex; (2) that every
such object is always composed of parts which are by their
very nabure imperceptible. It seems quite impossible that the
immediate object of perception should have these properties.
Hence we must suppose that an iudivisible objecb of visual
perception may occupy a finite extent of visual space. In
short, we must, in dividing any complex objecb of vi,sual
perception, r'each,after a finite number of steps, a minintum
sensibile, which coutains no plurality although it is of
finite extent. Visual space may, in & sense, be infinibely
d,iaisi,ble,for, by attention alone, or by the microscope, the
immediate object of perception can be changed in a way
which introduces complexiby where formerly there was simpliciby; and to this process uo clear limit can be set. But
this is a process whieh subsbitutes a new immediate object
in place of tho old ono, and tb.e new object, though more
subdivided than the old one, will still consist of only a Iinibe
-W'e
must therefore admit that the space of
number of parts.
perception is nob infinitely divided, and does not consisb of
points, but is composed of a finite though coustantly varying
number of surfaces ot volttmes, continually breahing up or
joining toge[her according to the fluctuations of atLention. If
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thero is a " real " goolrret,ricalspnco corrospontling to tho spaco
of perception,au infilrito nurnber of points in bho gootuetrical
spacewill have to correspond to a single simple enbity iu the
perceived space.
It follows from tbis that, if we &re to apply to the
imurediate objects of perception the maxim that a thing cannob
be in l,wo places at once, a " place " lnusb not be taken to be
a point, but musb be taken to bo tho extent occupied by a
single object of perception. A whito sheet-of paper, for
exarnple,may be Been &s a single undivided object, or as an
object consistingof two parts, en upper and a lower'or a right
hand and a left hand parb, or again as an object consisting of
four parts, and so on. If we on this account consider that,
even when the sheet appeared as an undivided object, its upper
and lower hqlves were in different places, then we shall have
to say thab th) unclivicted object was in both these places at
once. But it is better to say that, *'hen the sheet appeared as
an undivided object, this object occupied only one " place,"
though the place corresponded to what were afterwards two
places. Thus a " place "
be defined as the space occupied
^uy
by one undivided object of petception.
Wiih this defini0ion, the maxim that a thing cannot be in
two places at once might seem to reduce to a tautology. But
this maxim, though it may need re-wording, will still have a
substantial significance, to be derivecl frr-'m the eonsideration of
spatial relations. Ib is obvious that perceived spatial lelotions
cannot hold beLweenpoints, but musb hold between the parts of
a single complex objecbof perception. When the sheet of paper
is perceived as consisting of two halves, an upper and a lorver,
these two halves are combined into a complex whole by rne&ng
of a spatial relation which holds directly betwcen the two
halves, not betrveen supposed smaller subdivieions which in
fact do not exisb in tho irnmediaie olrjecb of porcolrliorr.
Perceived spatial relations, therefore, nrust huvo o ccrtuitt
roughness,uot the neat srrrooth proporties oI georuetlicul
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relations bstween points. 'What, for example, shall we say
of
distance ? The distance betweon two simultaneously perceived
objects will havc to bo defined by the perceived objects between
them ; in tho case of two objects which touch, like the
two
halves of the sheet of paper, there is no distance between thom.
What remains definite is a certain order by nreans of right
I
and left, up and dorvn, and so on, the parts of a complex
object
of perception acquire a spatial ord.er, which is definite, though
not subject to quite the same laws as geometrical order.
the
maxim that a thing cannot be in two places at once will
then
become the maxim that every spatiar relation impries diversity
of its terms, i.e.,Lltat nothing is to the right of itself, or abovl
itself, and so on. In that case,given two wlrite patches,
one of
which is to the right of tho other, iu will follow that there
is
not a single thing, whiteness, which is to the right of itself,
but
that there are two different things, instances of whiteness,
of
which one is to the right of the other. rn this way our maxin
will support the conclusion that there must be particurars
as
weII as universals. But the above outline of a,n arguurent
needs some amplification before it can be consideredconclusive.
Let us therefore examiue, one by one,the steps of the argument.
let us suppose, for the sake of definiteness, thaf within
one field of vision we perceive two separa0ed patches of
white on a ground of black. It may then be taken as quite
certain that tho two patches are two and no0 one. The
question is: can we maintain that there are two if what
exists
in each is the universal wtriteness?
If absolute spacb is admitted, we can of course say that it
is the difference of place that makes the patches two; rhere
is whiteness in this place, and whiteness in that placo. From
the point of view of our main problem, which is as to
the
existence of particulars, such a view would prove our thesis,
since this place and that place would be or imply particulars
co'stibubing absolute space. Bub from the point of view
of
.rrr ir'rrrodioto problcm, which is concel'nedwith plurality
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in perceived sp&ce,wo nray rejeci the above view on the ground
that, whatever ma,y be the case rvith "roal" space, perceived
space is certainly not absolute, i.e., absolube positions are not
enrong objects of percepliou. Thus the whiteness here and
the whiteness there cannot be distinguished as cornplexes of
which this place and that place are respectively constituents.
Of course the whitenesses may be of different shapes, say
one round and one square,and then they could be distinguished
by their shapes. It will be observed that, with tbe view
adopted above as to the nature of perceived space, ib is
perfecbly possible for a simple object of percepbion to have a
shape: the shape will be a quality like another. Since a
simple object of perception may be of finite exbent, there is no
reason to suppose that a shape must imply spatial divisibiliby
in the objecb of perception. Hence our two patches may be
respectively qound and square, and yet not be spabially
divisible. Ib'is obvioug, however, that this method of distinguishing the two patches is altogether inadequate. The
two patches are just as easily distinguished if both are square
or both are rounci. So long as we can see both at once, no
degree of likeness bebweenthem causes the slightest difficulty
in perceiving that there are two of them. Thus difference of
shape,whether it exists or not, is not what makes bhe patches
two entities instead of one.
It may be said that the two patches are distinguished by
the difference in their relations to oiher things. I'or example,
it may happen that a patch of red is to. the right of one and
to the left of the other. But this does nol imply that the
patches are two unless we know that one thing cannot be both
to the right and to the lefb of another. This, it nrighi be
said, is obviously false. Suppose a surface of black with a
small whiue spacein the middle. Then the whole of the black
may form only one simple object of perception, and would
seernto bo both to l,he right aud to the left of the white space
whish it entirely surrouuds. I think it would be more true
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to Bey,in bhiecase,that the black is neither to the right nor
to the left of the white. But right and left are complicated
relations involving the body of the percipient. Let us take
some other simpler relation, say that of surrounding,which
tho black surface has to the rvhite patch in our example.
Supposewe have another white patch, of exactly the same
size and shape,entirely surroundedby red. Then, it may be
said,the two patchesof white are distinguishedby difference
of relation,sincoone is surroundedby black and the other by
red. But if this ground of distinction is to be valid, we must
know that it is impossiblefor one entity to be both wholly
ang immediately eurrounded by black and wholly and
immediatelysurroundedby red. I do not meanto deny that
we do know this. But two things deservenotice-first, that
ib is not an analytic proposition; second,that it presupposes
the numericaldiversity of our two patchesof white.
'We
are so accustomed to regarding such relations as
" insid.e" &nd " outsido" as incompabible that ib is easy to
supposoa logical incompatibility,although in fact the incom_
patibility is a characteristic of space,not a result of logic.
I do not know what are the unanalysablespatial relatiousof
objects of percoption,whether visual or tactile, but whatever
they are they must have the kind of characteristics which
are required in order to generatean order. They, or someof
them, must be asymmetrical, i.e., such that they are incom_
patible with their converses
: for example,supposing,,inside,,
to be one of them, a thing which ie insido anothermust not
also be outside it. They, or some of them, must also be
transitive,i.e.,such that, for oxample,if r is inside y and y is
inside a, then r is inside z-supposing, for tho sake of illustration, " ingido" to be among fundamental spatial relations.
Probably some further properties will be required, but these
at least are essential,in view of the fact that there is such a
thing ae spatial order, It follows that some at least of the
fnndumeutalspabialrolatione must be euch as no entitv can
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have to itself. It is indeed self-evidenbthat spotial relations
fulfil these conditions. But theee conditioneare not dornon'
strable by purely logical cousiderations:they are synthetic
propertiesof perceivedspatial rolations.
It is iu virtue of these self-evident properbiesthai the
numericaldiversity of the two patchesof white is self-evident.
They have the relation of being outside each obher,and this
requiresthat they should be two, not one. They may or may
not have intrinsic differences-of shape,or size,or brightness,
or eny other quality-but whether they have or not they are
two, and it ie obviously logically possible that they should
have no intrinsic differenceswhatever. It follows from tbis
that the terms of spatial telations cannot be urriversalsor
collectionsof universals,but must be particulars capableof
beingaexactlyalil<eand yet numerically diverse.
It \s very desirable,in such discussionsas that on which
we are at present engaged,to be able to talk of " places" artd
of things or qualities " occupying" places,without implying
absoluteposition. It must be understoodthat, ou the view
which adopts relative position, a " place" ig not a precise
notion, But ibs usefulnessarises as follows:-Suppose a set
of objects,such as the walls and furniture of a room, to retain
their spatial relations unchanged for a certain length of time,
of obherobjects,say peoplewho successively
while a succession
have successivelya given set of spa,tial
in
chair,
sit
a cortain
relatious to the relatively fixed objects. Then the people
have,one after the other, a given set of properties,consisting
'Whatever
in spatial relations to the walls and furniture.
has this given sebof propertiesat a given momentis said to
" occupy" a certain place, the " place" itsolf being merely a
fixod set of spatial relations to certain objects whose spatial
relations to each obher do not change appreciablyduring the
timo considered. Thus when we oay that ono thing can only
be in one placeat one time, we meanthat it can only have one
setof spatial rolationsto a given set of objectsat one bime.
B
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It might be argued that, sinoe wo have admitted that a
simple object of perceptionIne)' be of linibe exten0,we have
admitted that it may be in many places&t once,and therefore
may be outside itself. This, however,would be a misunderstanding. fn perceivedspace,the finite extent occupiedby a
simple object of perceptionis uot divided into many places. It
is a single place occupied by a single thing. There a,re two
different waysin which this placemay ,,correspond',to many
places. First. if there is such a thing as ,,real ,' spacewich
geomotrical properbies,the one place iu perceived spacewill
correspondto an infinite number of points in,,real ,,space,&nd.
the single entity which is the objechof perceptionwill correspond to many physical entities in ,, real " Epace. Secondly,
there is a moreor lesspartial correspondence
betweenperceived
spagea,t one time and perceived space at another. Suppose
that we attend closely to our white patch, and meanwhileno
other noticeablechaugesoccurin the field of vision. Our white
patch may,and often does,changeas the resultof attention-we
may perceive differencesof shade or other differentiaiions,or,
without differencesof quality, we may merely observeparts in
it which make it complex and introduce diversity and spatial
relationswithin it. We consider,uaturally, that we are still
looking at the samething as before,and that what we seenow
was there all along. Thue we conclude that our apparently
simple white patch was not really sirnple. But, in fact, the
object of perceptionis not the s&meas it was before; what may
be the same is the physical object supposedto correspondto
the object of perception. This physical o'nject iB, of course,
complex. And tho perceptionrphich results from attention will
be in one sensomorecorrectthan that rvhichperceiveda simple
object, becauso, if attention reveals previously uunoticed
differences,it may be assumedthat there are correspouding
differencesin the " real " objectwhich corresponds
to the ob.ject
of percoption. Hence the perceptionresulting fronr a,ltontion givos rnoro irrforrnotionrrbout tho " r.oal" objoct,bhnrrrho

oihet'perception did: but the object of perceplion itself is no
more and no less real in bhe one case thau in the obher-tlrat is
to say,in botb casesit is an object whichexists when perceived,
but which there is no reason to believe existenb excepi when
it is perceived.
In perceived space, the spatial unit is not a poiut, bui a
simple objecb of percepbion or an ultimate constituent in a
complex object of perception. This is the reason why, although
two patches of white which are visibly separated from each
other musb be two, a coubinuousarea of white may not be two'
A coutinuous area, if not too large, may be a single object of
perceptiou not consisting of parts, which is impossible for bwo
visibly separated areas. The spatial nnit is varitble, consbantly
changing its size, and subject to every fluctuation of attention,
buu ib must occupy a continuous portion of perceived space,
since otherwise it would be perceived as plural.
The argument as to uumerical diversity which we havo
derivod from perceived. space may be reinforced by a similar
argument as regards the contents of different rninds. If two
people are both believing that two and two are four, it is
at leasb theoretically possible that bhe meanings they attach
to ths words two and and and are an.dfour ate the same, and
that therefote, so far as bhe objects of their beliet'e &r'e concerned,there is nothing to disbinguish the oue from the other.
Nevertheless, it seems plain that there are two enbities, one
the belief of the one man and the obher the belief of the other.
A particular belief is a. complex of which something which we
may call a subject is a consbituent; in our c&se,ib is the
diversity of the subjects that produces the diversity of bho
beliefe. But these subjects cannot be mere bundles of genoral
qualities. Suppose one of our men is characberisedby benovolence,stupidity, and love of putrs. Ib rvould rrob bo correct to
B&y: "Bonovok:nco, sbttpidicy,urrd lovo o[ llrrne beliovo thub
tlvo untl iwo are lbur." Nol wrlrrld lhis bocottrocot'rcotby tho
utldibion of o lorgul ttutttbt-rrof gonorul tlrtrlliLieo. Moreovtlr,
n2
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howevermany qualities we add, it remains possiblethab the
other subjeot may also have them; hence qualities cannotbe
what constitutes the diversity of the subjects. The
only
respect in which two different subjects must differ is iu their
relations to particulars: for example,each will have to the
other relatio's which he does not havo to himserf. But
it
is nob logically impossible that ever.ything concerning
oue
of the subjectsand otherwiseonly concerninguniversatstight
be true of tho other subject. Hence,eveu when differences
in
regard to such propositionsoccur, it is not these clifferences
that co'stit're the dive'sity of the two subjects. The subjects,
therefore, must be regardeclas particulars, and as radically
different from any collection of those generalqualitieswhici
may be predicatedof them.
It will be observedthat, accorclingto the generalprinciples
which musb goveru any correspondence
of real things with
objectsof perception,any principle which introducesdiversity
amoDgobjectsof perception must introclucea corresponding
diversity amonsreal things. I am not now concernedto argue
as to what groundsexisbfor assuuringa correspondence,
ttut, it
there is such o correspondence,
it must be supposedthat
diversiby in the effec0s-i.e., the perceived objects_irnplies
cliversity in the causes-i.e., the real objects. Hence lf I
perceivetwo objects in the field of vision, we must suppose
that at least two real objects are concernedin causins *y
pelception.
The essentialcharacteristicof particulars,as they appearin
perceivedspace,is that they cannot be in two placesat
once.
But this is an unsatisfactoryway of stating the marter,owing
to the doubt as to what a " prace" is. The more cor.rectstatement is that certain perceptible spatial relations imply
diversity of their terms; for example,if a is abovey, * uni y
must bo differententities. so long,however,as it is understood
that this is whab is meant,no harm is doneby the etatement
thot a thing cannotbe in two placesat once.
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'We

may now roburn to the quertion of pnriloulnrr nttrl
universals with a better hope of being ublo [o ltcbo prnolaoly
the nature of the opposition beiweon thour. It wlll bo
remembered that we began with three different oppoliLionl:
(1) that of percep0and concept, (2) thab of ontiuioa oxintilrg irr
time ancl entibies nob existing in time, (3) that of subeb&ntives
and verbs. But in the course of our discussion a differenb
opposition developed itsolf, namely, (4) thab betwoen entities
which can be in one place, but not in more than one, ab a given
time, and entities which either cannot be auywhere or can be
'Whab
makes a parbicular patch
in several places ab one time.
of white particular, whereas wltiteness is universal, is the fact
that the particular patch cannot be in two placeseimultaneously,
whereasthe whiteness, if it exists at all, exists wherever there
are white things. This opposition, as stated, might bo held nob
to apply to thoughts. We might reply that a ma,n's thoughts
are in his head; but without going into this question, we ruey
observe that there certainiy is some relation between a man'g
thoughts and his head (or some part of it) which there is nob
between his thoughts and other things in space. We may
extend our definition of particulars so as to cover thie relation.
'We
may say that a man's thought " bolongs to " the place
where his head is. We may then define a particular in our
fourth senseas an entity which cannob be in or belong to more
than one place at one t'ime, and a universal as an entity rvhich
either caunot be in orbelong to any place, or can be inorbelong
to many places at once. This opposition has certain aflinities with
the three earlier oppositions, which must be examined.
(l ) Owing to the aclmission of particularg in our fourth
sense,we can make an absolute division between pelcepts and
concepts. The universal whiteness is a coucept, whereas a
particular white patch is a percept' If we had not admitt'ed
particulars in our fourth sense' percepts would have been
identical with certain concePts.
(2) For the same re&son, we e,re abie to say that such
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genoralqualities ae whitenessnevel exist in iime, whereasthe
things that do exist in time are all particulars in our fourth
sense. The converee,that all particulars in our fourth seuse
exist in time, holds in virtue of their definition. Ilence the
eecondand fourth sensesof the oppositionof particularsand
universalsa,reco-exteusive.
(3) The third opposition,that of substantivesand verbs,
plesents more difficulties, owing to the doubt whether predicates are verbs or noi. In order to evadethis cloubt,we rnay
substitute another opposition,which will be co-extensivewith
substantivesand verbs if predicates &re verbs,bub not otherwise. This other oppositionputs predicatesand relationson
one side,ancl everything else on the other. What is nob a
predicateor lelation is, accordingto one tladitional definition,
a substance. It is true thab,when substancewas in vogue,
it was supposedthat a substaucemust be indestructible,and
this clualitywill not belong to our substances.For example,
what a man sees when he sees o flash of lightning is a
substancein our sense. But the importance of indestructibility was metaphysical, not logical. As far as logical
properties are concerned,our subsbanceewill be fairly
analogousto traditional subsbances.Thus we have the opposition of substances
on bheone hand and predicatesand relations
on the other haud. The theory which rejects particulars
allows entiCiescommonly classedas predicaLes-e.9. whiteto exist; thus the distinction betrveensubstancesand predicates is obliterated by this theory. Our theory, on the
contrary, preservestho distinction. In the world we know,
substancesare identical with particularsin our fourbh sense,
and predicatesand relacionswith universals.
It will be seenthat, accordingto the theory which assumeg
particulars,there is a specificrelation of subject to predicate,
unlegswe adopt the view-considered abovein connectionwith
Berkeleyond Hume-that cornmonseneiblequalitiesare really
from specifiokinds of likensss. Assulnirrgbhlcviow
derivaLive
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to be false,ordinary sensiblequalitieswill be predicatesof the
particularswhich are instancesof them. The sensiblequalities
themselves
do not exist in time in the samesensein which the
instancesdo. Predicationis a relation involving a fundamental
logical difference between its two terms. Predicatesmay
themselveshave predicates,but the predicabesof predicates
will be radioally different from bhe predicatesof substanoes.
The predicate,on this view, is never part of the subject,and
proposition is analytic. Prothus no true subject-preclicate
positionsof the forrn " Al1 A is B " are not really subjectpredicatepropositions,but, express relations of predicates;
suchpropositionsmay be analytic,but the tradi[ional confusion
of them with true subject-predicatepropositionshas been a
disgraceto formal logic.
The theory which rejecLs particulars, and assumesthab,
a.9.,whitenessitself exists wherever(as common-senso
would
say)there are white things,dispensesaltogetherwith predication as a fundamentalrelabion. " This is white," which, on the
other view, expressesa relation bebweena parbicular and
whiteness,
will, when particulars are rejected,really state that
whitenessis one of the cpalities in this place,or has certain
spatialrelations to oertain other qualities. Thus the question
whether preclication is an ultimate simple relation may be
takenas distinguishingthe two theories; it is ultimate if there
are particulars,bub not otherwise. Aud if predicationis an
. ultimaterelation,the best definition of particularsis that they
areentities which can only be subjectsof predicatesor terms
of relatione,i.e.,that they are (in the logical sense)substa,nces.
This definition is preferableto one introducing spaceor time,
becausespace and time are accidental characteristicsof the
world rvith which rve happen to be acquainted,and bhereforo
aredestituteof the necesseryuniversaliLybelongingto purely
logicalcategories.
We havebhus a divisiorrof rll ontities into t,rvoclasses
:
(1) prrticulurs,which crr[erirrt,ocorrrploxos
orrlyos t,lrosubjects
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of predicatesor bho terms of relations, and, if they belong to
the world of which we havo oxperience,exiet in time, and
oanuot oocupymore thau one place at one time in the spaceto
which they belong; (2) universals, which can occur aE predicatesor relations in complexes,do not exist in time, and have
no relation to one place which they may not eimultaneously
have to another. The ground for regarding such a division as
unavoidableis the eelf-evidentfact that certain spatial relations
imply diversity of their terms, together with the self.evid.eut
fact that it is logically possible for entibies having such spatial
relationgto be wholly indistinguishableas to predicates.

II.-ANIMISM

AND

TIIE DOCTRINE OF ENERGY.*

By T.Puncy NUNN.
Tnn autonomy of the special sciencesis, u'ithout doubt, a
eoundand important principle. Speal<inggenerally, there are
no critoria by which the legitimacyor value of the methods
used,lbr example,by a physicist,a biologist,or a psychologist
can bejudged exceptthosethat arisewithin physics,biology,or
psycbologyin their historical development. As Dr. Bosanquet
hassaid,tho sciencesare eelf-normative.
Neverbhelessthe application of this principle has limits.
In the first plece,if a worker in one sciencemakes use of the
--pecific methodsof anothorscience-as an anthropologistmay
makeueoof psychologicalurethodsor a psychologisbof physical
methods-it is obvious that he must be prepared to face
criticism of his procedure from the point of view of the
scioncefrom which he borrows. Secondly,when sciencesof
independent
origin-such as the different branchesof physicsbecomodepartmeubsof a widel science their provincial
autonomymusb naturally be subordinatedto their imperial
unity. The similarity in mebhodswhich makestheir federation
possiblewill becomea communiby of governing principles.
Iastly, there are principles-such as the law of Contradictiou
or the laws of adthmetic--which seem to bear a priori
* Under the title " Energy and Mental Process" the bulk of this
paper va8 road to the British Psychological Society on March l3t'h, 1909,
but hae not hitherto been printed. Apart from changes in the forrn of
tho erposition, the new mattor ig contained eutirely in the introductiou
aod in tho laet s€ction. The title Lras been changed to indicato more
cleerly the intended bearing of the discueuionupon tbe centra,ltopic of
Mr. McDougall's rocent work on Body and, Mincl.
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